Critical discourse analysis is a purposeful kind of study pointing 
Introduction

1.
The provoked awareness in theorists (Bernstein, Bourdieu, Gramsci, Foucault, Godden's and Haber mass) triggered the raising of CDA. These theorists reckon that the study of language can go far beyond the study of text in isolation, that language possesses a great power through which one is able not only to communicate what he means but also perform other social practices, have impact on audiences and achieve his or her goals. (Fairclough, 1989; Fairclough & Wodak, 1997; Wodak, 2001a) . Within the remit of CDA, linguists analyze social problems, power relationships, injustices, discrimination, bias, etc. which is manifested in a discourse. CDA purposefully seeks for a change in society. (Farclough, 1992a,b; Penny Cook, 1994; Vandijk, 1993) .This change can occur at both micro and macro levels (Vandijk's 2004) . Among all those who know themselves as speakers of language some will be the victims unless they raise their awareness of what language is capable to do with them (Vandijk, 1993; Wodak 1999 ) and how power can be exercised through language (Faiclough, 1992b) .Most research reviews show that analysts main concern has mostly been focused on the strategies employed by politicians and powerful sources in their public speech where they try to actualize their ultimate goal which is to make the audience believe in what they are asserting (Biria & Mohammadi, 2012; Duranti, 2006; Kratzer & Benoit, 2010; Letetia Van der Poll, 2011; Piotr Cap, 2014; O'Halloran, 2004; Rashidi & Souzandehfar, 2010) . However, few studies have shown that all these strategies can also be manifested in everyday discourse between common people's textual interactions. An everyday mundane text can be as ideologically saturated as a text like presidential political inaugural speeches (Kress 1993) .
Therefore, this study aims at investigating the relationship between the employment of discursive strategies and success in expressing one's view and influencing the people in power.
later scholars such as Norman Farclough, Gunther Kress, Teun Van Dijk, Theo Van Leeuwen and Ruth Wodak initiated the formal study of CDA (Flowerdew 2013) . These people contributed articles in 1993 entitled Critical Discourse Analysis. These studies show the way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context (Van Dijk, 1993) .One may wonder how this kind of abuse may be manifested in the discourse if both parties speak the same language; and here is when the significance of CDA is portrayed. According to Fairclough (1992b) the exercising of power and dominance happens through naturalization or as VanDijk (1993) puts it through generation of context. This potential for one group influencing the other group may be at a subconscious level where dominated group end up acting in the interest of powerful group. So Van Dijk (1998a) defines CDA as a field that is concerned with studying and analyzing written and spoken texts to reveal the discursive sources of power, dominance, inequality and bias. The result of this analysis is supposed to bring about change and awareness (Fairclough, 1992b) . In this respect Fairclough (1995) introduced three dimensions in CDA: text, interaction, and social context. By this notion the analyst deals with the text at micro level and what goes on in social context at macro level (Thompson, 2002b) . Fowler (1979) as the leader of CDA referred to the relationship which exists between texts and historical conditions. He is also concerned with the use of certain grammatical structures with the purpose of concealing certain agents or social actors. He names this strategy as "mystification".
Major proponents and Their Contributions
Later on Hodge and Kress (1993) bring about some transformations such as transitivity, nominalization, negative incorporation and agentless passive to show how one can mystify some points. They also believe in word classes and by applying the terms such as "euphemism" and "derogation" state the strategies of manipulating reality and presenting ideologies.
In accordance with Hodge and Kress's classification Van Dijk (1997) provided some categorizations but structural kinds and maintained that it is the analyst's job to show how different kinds of structures are used for expressing various ideas. He also resorts to social analysis, cognitive analysis, and discourse analysis of the text to reveal the ideology behind words. In fact one of the greatest contributions to CDA has been the work of Van Dijk on sociocognitive model which was fallowed by his work with Walter Kintch (VanDijk, 1997) . In his socio cognitive model which mainly focuses on media discourse, he intends to bridge the gap between society and discourse, working on how societal structures are related to discourse structures (Bell & Garret 1998) . To Van Dijk discourse analysis is ideology analysis and there are three components forming the triangle of "social function", "cognitive structure", and "discourse analysis". So social structures and discursive structures are related through the medium of people's cognition. In this sense he takes ideology as the attitude of a group of people about certain issues, cognition of group members. He calls this mental representation "models" which control how people act, speak, write, or understand the social practices of others. Van Dijk's (2004) framework consists of two main discursive strategies "positive self representation" (semantic macro -strategy of ingroup favoritism) and "negative other representation" (semantic macro -strategy of derogation of out-group). These terms are the development of what he referred to as "US" "THEM" in his earlier works (1988, 1991, 1995, 1996, 1998a, 1988b) . In his framework he has provided some categories which he believes are helpful to analyze how various ideologies are expressed in various kinds of structures .A selection of his categories are as fallows:
Actor description: The way we describe actors or members of a particular society represents our ideology in a way that those who are with US will be referred to in a positive way and those we oppose are the ones we try to present negatively.
and those who are not like us so are the bad people Presupposition: The information which is assumed to be known by the audience(s). Vagueness: Not giving enough detailed information to the audience because the writer or the speaker is not willing to reveal the whole truth or their exact meaning. Victimization: Telling bad stories about the OTHERS because they don't belong to OUR pole of the continuum.
One of the other famous figures in CDA is Van Leeuwen who explains the three ways in which social actors can be presented in discourse and outlined three interdisciplinary models; centralist, pluralist and integrationist (Van Leeuwen, 1996) . He considers not just text but also acoustic and visual elements of discourse. (Van Leeuwen, 2004 ).
Wodak's research focuses on sociolinguistics and the development of theoretical approaches to CDA. She also focuses on gender, language in politics, prejudice, discrimination, racism and the most famous work of her is in the field of anti-Semitism. Wodak's approach is very ethnographic, and she is interested in analyzing the role of history and socialand political events influencing discourse, which lead to discourse, historical method which includes the analysis of information and interpretation of the many layers of a written or spoken text. (1995;2002) . Wodak and Ludwig (1999) assert that in any discursive communication power and ideologies are manifested and if the analyst is not aware of the background Knowledge and norms and values, then extracting the right meaning of the text won't be actualized.
Finally the last but by no means the least scholar whose contributions will be mentioned in this study is Norman Fairclough. One of the main approaches in CDA is that of Fairclough whose theory has been central to CDA. Fairclough (1989 , 1992 , 1993 , 1995a , 1995b Chuliaraki & Fairclough, 1999) has always described the objective of his approach as raising awareness. He under the influence of some social economists and political theorists (Facault, Laclau and Mouffe) makes associations between linguistically discourse analysis with political and social ideas. (Fairclough, 1992) . His main concern has been discourse and power and introduces three steps to CDA: Description (the study of the form), Interpretation (examining the relationship between text and interaction), Explanation (the relationship between interaction and social effects). In one of his recent papers (2005) he brings about a discursive phenomenon called recontextualization in which an element of discourse may be extracted from one text and inserted into another one purposefully for implying a different meaning.
The above mentioned scholars' approaches have been fallowed by many other researches who have expanded the study in this field. In this study the aim is the analysis of a social text using earlier mentioned Van Dijk's framework.
Methodology
3.
The methodological imperative of this paper, as mentioned in the introduction , is to depict how an everyday mundane text can be as ideologically saturated as a text like presidential speeches.(Kress 1993).To fulfill this aim two letters were chosen; The rational behind selecting these two letters as the corpus of analysis was justified in two main reasons. The first was the originality of the work since most other research works were concerned with the CDA of people in power manipulating less powerful people while here the attempt was on the side of less powerfull people to have more powerful ones on their sides. The second and even more important reason was the fact that the texts were highly rich discursive strategies.The most appropriate analytical framework which seemed helpful to fulfill this aimwas Van Dijk's (2004) model. This model placed a great emphasis on two main strategies of positive self-presentation and negative other-presentation as the principal basis of discourse analysis because the discursive strategies of positive self presentation (i.e. semantic macro-strategy of in group favoritism) and negative other presentation (i.e. derogation of out group) were materialized through such discursive moves such as solidarity, hyperbole, disclaimer, number game, etc. So this analytical model was employed for the critical analysis of these letters under investigation.
Data for the study
There is a big famous language school with many different branches all around the country (Iran) and even different branches inside cities called (ILI). Each branch has a principal in charge of that branch and teachers may have one specific branch as their base but also teach in other branches. The staff of schools mainly includes teachers and the clerks who do the office work. The general manager of this school is at the central branch. This study is mainly the analysis of two complaint letters, one written by one of the teachers of this school complaining to the general manager about one of the principals' inappropriate reactions to her entering the teachers' room. And the other letter was written by the principal complaining about the same teacher and the same story. The reason why these letters were selected for this study was the fact that these two people tried to make different pictures of the same scene and convince the manager what they were expressing was right, however, one had applied more discursive techniques of representing a positive image of herself and negative image of the other person. In spite of the fact that this teacher herself admits that her entrance in the teachers' room of another branch without permission was not the right thing to do, she tries to enfeeble the evil of this act and instead exaggerate the principals bad reaction so that she will be able to convince the manager that what the principal had done was wrong and she needed to be reprimanded.
One of the other persuasive factors for the selection of these letters was its nature of being different from most works in CDA. As said before many studies have been conducted investigating how top rank authorities of countries use discourse to exercise power and dominance, however, this study aimed at showing how lower rank people can apply discursive strategies to express their views and ideology ,and cause a change in their society even if as small as a school.
Procedure
The analytical framework utilized in this study is VanDijk's (2004) model to elaborate on how his strategies can be used in the text to materialize the fundamental dichotomies of "self positive-representation" and "others negative representation". He introduces these two major strategies in the form of an "ideological square"
Emphasize our good things Emphasize their bad things Deemphasize our bad things Deemphasize their good things
The teacher's full letter has been brought in the text and a few useful sample sentences of the principals' letter. For the sake of keeping confidentiality of the participants, names are changed. The strategic points are in bold. At the end the effect of this letter both at micro and macro level will be discussed. 
Yes sir! I admit I was mentally so occupied that I forgot to ask for permission but, the way I was reacted to didn't leave any room for apology. I highly respect managers such as Ms. A, B, C, D, (names) for whom respecting the teachers and the clients is the priority, and you can ask them about me. I truly hope that this lady by learning the behavior of these qualified managers doesn't let the hard working attempts of this school teachers be in vain .
Analysis
4.
The writer of this letter very cunningly initiates her letter mentioning the number of years she has been working there to depict her loyalty and faith to that school. This way she has been able to express solidarity a sense of I have been with YOU. Then she continues by mentioning that this devoting has been passionately. There is a common concession that passion and love are essential attributes of a good teacher so by the use of lexicalization the writer is trying to present herself positively.
In the second part of the letter the writer describes herself as an important social actor, a Ph.D. student, for whom time management matters. Later in her sentence "I'm sure you know what a teachers' room means" she uses the presupposition element that since I know once you, like me, were a teacher, "you know how belonging to that room feels" she is asking for consensus.
In mentioning "the hot yard with other people" she doesn't think that she should have had the same condition as the others.
She uses the anaphoric mechanism by repeating the word "shame on" to invite the other teachers of that school (ILI) and the whole word to come to the consensus with her because according to her ideology disrespectful behavior to one teacher is equal to disrespecting the whole teachers in the world.
In the sentence "I know myself as a member of this family" the element of hyperbole is manifested in which that school has been assimilated to a home and the family she belongs to, as a result of which she can mitigate and deemphasize the wrong action of entering the room without permission, claiming that she felt as if she were entering her own room. While describing the principal lady she uses the terms "younger" or less "experienced" to create a negative attitude or imply that the lady was in an inferior position , here the official position of the principal (the good of others) is deemphasized. And again the hyperbole to exaggerate the bad behavior of treating her like a "criminal committing a crime".
Then the writer uses the conditional type two "If she knew herself …." to imply that she doesn't know herself as a member she doesn't belong to US. By describing the embarrassing situation of being almost shouted at among the others the writer intends to evoke the manager's feeling of empathy. One of the most interesting strategies applied here is the way she addresses the manager; when talking about herself she addresses him as "my dear teacher" to create a feeling of empathy but when talking about the principal she calls him as "sir" to remind him of his role as a manager who should show a negative feedback to his employees' bad deed.
One could assume that the writer's mentioning of 70 minutes being in the room is a number game showing the irresponsibility of that principal's staff not noticing the presence of a strangers for so long the time. By talking about the "teachers' day" she wants to reemphasize the position of teachers in society where they are respect worthy and this respecting teachers is an accepted social norm. The use of a disclaimer is observed when she admits that her entering the room without permission was a mistake but not that big mistake to deserve that over reaction on the side of the manager.
Toward the end of the letter some other principals' names are stated. The names of authorities is used as a confirmation of her being good and that" this principal should learn how to treat teachers and…" is to imply that the principals who are aware of the high position of teachers and treat them appropriately are in the qualified pole of the continuum and the others on the other end (polarization).
On the other side of the story the principal lady did also try to justify her behavior, she had written a letter after introducing herself she had mentioned that "we noticed a stranger sitting in the teachers' room." Implying that if their reaction wasn't appropriate at the first place, their ignorance of the teachers' identity was the reason. So this shows that the principal's ideology is in accordance with the teacher's. In this lady's letter few mechanisms matching Van Dijk's framework were found. For justifying her reaction she had tried to depict a negative image of the teacher by mentioning that she had treated her arrogantly "she was too arrogant to show any respect for my position as a manager". According to this principal, teachers should be considered teachers just as long as they are in class teaching and when they have taken their children to school (even if the same school where they are working) they are the same as other parents, " I think teachers who take their children to other branches should be equal to other parents, and they shouldn't expect to receive any further services." "Teachers of a branch won't feel comfortable if someone from other branches is in their room." "Teachers should be informed about principal's high status and mustn't dare to be assertive facing them."
As it is clear the principal also is fighting for her high position. She does also try to have the manager's agreement and justify her behavior and establish a good position for herself and the other principals there. But it seems as if the rare use of discursive strategies trying to establish solidarity, lack of defining herself as an in group member, has made her text much less efficient than the teacher's.
Conclusion
5.
Whether power is in discourse, behind discourse, overt or subtle, it is not a permanent attribute; power is won, exercised, sustained and lost (Fairclough, 1990) . Power holders are all the time trying to reassert their power, on the other hand powerless people try to gain it, and new trends show they have been successful in that.
This article has attempted to adopt CDA as a general theoretical framework to investigate if discursive characteristics can materialize the two macro strategies of "self-positive presentation" and "others negative presentation" introduced in Van Dijk's (2004) model in a written discourse as simple as letters of complaint to a manager.
In the analysis of two letters we could see the teacher was trying to resolve this problem both at this context level and also at a wider and higher level claiming respect and honor for the teachers in the whole society. To this end, she had applied discursive strategies to demonstrate a positive image of herself, techniques such as lexicalization and exaggeration and the use of some special structures had helped her achieve this aim. It was also explored how each writer had tried to embed those evil parts of her action and magnify the ones of the other one's.
The two main implications of this study, raising awareness and causing change, are the ultimate goals of CDA (Fair Clough).
The first inclination of this study is to make managers or people in power aware of the manipulative power of the words so that they will be cautious in contexts when making fair judgments are vital.
The second aim of CDA is causing change; and as it was detected the teacher's familiarity and use of discursive strategies caused a great change in the condition of that school.
Although there is no text available the investigations have revealed that the manager has commanded the principal to let the teacher use teachers' room as long as her daughter studies there and he had also announced that any teachers of the ILI should be welcome in other branches, they mustn't be treated as the others, they don't need to wait in registration lines, and more amazing was the fact that the manager had planned some in service training courses for the principals to teach them how to react facing similar cases.
Does CDA aim at doing anything more than a good change?
